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C# Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program DesignCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	C# Programming: From Problem Analysis to Program Design requires no previous introduction
	to programming and only a mathematical background of high school algebra. The
	book uses C# as the programming language for software development; however, the basic
	programming concepts presented can be applied to a number of other languages....
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Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Heating System Components, Gas and Oil Burners and Automatic ControlsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Dynamic Speech Models (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006


	In a broad sense, speech dynamics are time-varying or temporal characteristics in all stages

	of the human speech communication process. This process, sometimes referred to as speech

	chain [1], starts with the formation of a linguistic message in the speaker’s brain and ends with

	the arrival of the message in the...
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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Learn Java for Android Development, Third Edition, is an update of a strong selling book that now includes a primer on Android app development (in Chapter 1 and Appendix C, which is distributed in the book’s code archive).  This book teaches programmers the essential Java language skills necessary for...
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15 Dangerously Mad Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	UNLEASH YOUR INNER MAD SCIENTIST!


	"Wonderful. I learned a lot reading the detailed but easy to understand instructions."--BoingBoing


	This wickedly inventive guide explains how to design and build 15 fiendishly fun electronics projects. Filled with photos and illustrations, 15 Dangerously Mad Projects for...
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Clinical Electrophysiology Review, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	A clinically relevant approach to the interpretation of electrophysiograms


	Clinical Electrophysiology Review, Second Edition is a unique approach to EP, serving partly as a case guide and partly as a workbook to challenging studies in advanced electrodiagnostics. It provides physicians with a clinically relevant...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop...
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Information Security Management Handbook, Volume 7Auerbach Publications, 2013

	Updated annually, the Information Security Management Handbook, Sixth Edition, Volume 7 is the most comprehensive and up-to-date reference available on information security and assurance. Bringing together the knowledge, skills, techniques, and tools required of IT security professionals, it facilitates the up-to-date understanding...
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Enterprise Governance of Information Technology: Achieving Alignment and Value in Digital Organizations (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2019

	This book integrates theoretical advances and empirical data on Enterprise Governance in Information Technology (EGIT) with practical applications based on numerous case examples. The third revised edition of Enterprise Governance of Information Technology provides professionals and students with the most recent research advancements as...
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Enchanting Robots: Intimacy, Magic, and Technology (Social and Cultural Studies of Robots and AI)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book argues that robots are enchanting humans (as potential intimate partners), because humans are enchanting robots (by performing magical thinking), and that these processes are a part of a significant re-enchantment of the “modern” world. As a foundation, the author examines arguments for and against intimate relationships...
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Next-Generation Network ServicesCisco Press, 2005
A guide to building service-oriented networks to differentiate and grow your business 

	
    Understand the changing landscape of the telecommunications industry and what technologies can lead to business and revenue growth

    
	
    Examine the...
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